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Three-DimensionalInversionof the MagneticField Over the Easter-Nazca
PropagatingRift Near 25øS, 112ø25'W
JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SEMPERE
School of Oceanography,University of Washington,Seattle

JEFFGEE AND DAV'I• F. NAAR1
ScrippsInstitution of Oceanography,University of California, San Diego, La Jolla

RICHARD N. HEY

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics,Universityof Hawaii, Honolulu
The Eastermicroplateboundaryconfigurationis being reorganizedby rift propagation.A Sea Beam
survey of the Easter-Nazcaspreadingcenter, which forms the easternboundaryof the microplate, has
revealedthe presenceof a young propagatingrift growing northward (Naar and Hey, 1986). The tip of
the propagatingrift is associatedwith a high-amplitudepositive magneticanomaly. We have performed
a three-dimensional inversion of the magnetic field over the propagating rift tip area. The
magnetization solution suggests that the western and eastern pseudofaults strike 014 ø and 338 ø,
respectively,and convergenear the rift tip. These orientationsyield a propagationto spreadingrate
ratio of 1.5, slightly higher than the estimate of Naar and Hey (1986). Using the revised estimate of
the full spreadingrate along the Easter-Nazcaspreadingcenter near 25øS (80 mm/yr) (D. F. Naar and R.
N. Hey, unpublishedmanuscript,1989), we obtain a propagationrate of 120 mm/yr. Within 27-30 km
of the rift tip, the propagatingrift curvesby about 15ø to the east toward the failing rift, probably as a
result of the interactionbetweentho two offset spreadingcenters.As at the Galapagospropagatingrift,
rift propagation appears to be a very orderly process along the Easter-Nazca spreading center. The
magnetizationdistribution that we obtain exhibits a high at the propagatingrift tip. At other large
ridge axis discontinuities,similar magnetizationhighs have been interpreted as being the result of the
eruption of highly differentiatedbasaltsenrichedin iron. The origin of the high magnetizationzone in
the case of the Easter-Nazca propagatingrift near 25øS may be more complex. Preliminary rock
magneticmeasurementsof basaltsrecoveredin the vicinity of the propagatingrift confirm the presence
of highly magnetized basalts but suggestthat the relationship between high magnetization intensities
and high Fe contentis not straightforward.

IN'I•ODUCrION

al. [1985] andNaar and Hey [1986] arguedthat thesemodels
are not consistentwith available magnetic data and proposed
The existenceof the Easter microplate, initially proposed a new propagatingrift model for the easternboundary of the
by Herron [1972], was confirmed by Forsyth [1972], who Easter microplate.
showedthat focal mechanismsof two strike-slip earthquakes Hey et al. [1985] suggestedthat the easternboundaryof
in this region were anomalouswith respect to the orientation the microplate is composed of several (at least two)
of the Pacific-Nazca spreadingcenter (Figure 1). Hey and northward propagating rifts. Using the high-resolution
Vogt [1977] and Hey et al. [1980] suggested that the multibeam sonar system Sea Beam, Naar and Hey [1986]
existenceof the Eastermicroplatecould be accountedfor by mapped a young propagating rift along the Easter-Nazca
rift propagation and that the microplate should have a spreading
centernear 25øS,whosepresencewas confirmedby
limited lifetime determined by the time required for the two-dimensionalforward modeling of the magneticfield. We
western spreading center to stop spreading and for the report here the results of the three-dimensionalinversion of
easternspreadingcenter to accelerateto the full Pacific-Nazca the surfacemagnetic field over the tip of this propagating
rate. Handschumacheret al. [1981] proposeda propagating rift. The goal of this study is to determine the source rock
rift model for the easternboundaryof the Eastermicroplate. magnetization distribution responsible for the observed
Based on this work and on new focal mechanism solutions, magneticfield over the rift tip and, in this way, to provide
Engeln and Stein [1984] proposeda tectonic model for the additional constraints on the nature and recent evolution of
entire Easter microplate involving ridge propagation.Hey et the propagatingrift.
GEOLOGIC AND GEOPHYSICAL SETHNG
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Tecwnic Setting

Naar and Hey [1986] showed that the orientation of
lineations about the Easter-Nazca spreading center is not
consistentwith normal seafloor spreadingnor with a nearby
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Fig. 1. Location
of theEaster
microplate
[fromNaar andHey,1986].Theboldlinesindicate
thelocation
of theplate

boundaries.The Eastermicroplateboundaryis being reorga•fizedby rift propagation.

pole of rotation but that they can be explained by a Magnetic Setting
propagating rift model [Hey et al., 1980]. They suggested
Naar and Hey [1986] have compiled all available surface
that the tip of this propagatingrift coincideswith a 3300-mdeep basin located near 25øS, 112ø25'W. The 020ø and 330ø magnetic data in the survey area (Figure 2b). Distinct trends
trending lineations, which dominate the tectonic fabric in in the magnetic anomalies are observed and are consistent
this area, appear to intersect in the immediate vicinity of with Sea Beam bathymetriclineations.Naar and Hey [1986]
this basin. These two trends correspond to the orientations have reinterpreted these different trends in terms of a new
of the pseudofaultsassociatedwith rift propagation.South of propagatingrift model for the easternboundaryof the Easter
the rift tip, the Easter-Nazca spreading center shoals by microplate.They showedthat the observednarrowingof the
Brunhes anomaly to the north is best explained by the
about 1200 m to form a well-defined axial ridge at 26ø30'S.
The failing rift that is being replaced is thought to lie presenceof a young propagating rift growing northward at
about 45 km to the east of the propagator,near 112øW, and the rate of 150 mm/yr, assumingan averagespreadingrate of
may correspondto a closed, N-S trending, elongate,3200-m- 120 mm/yr. Magnetic anomalies north of the propagating
deep basin, which narrows avd shoals to the north (Figure rift tip are complex and difficult to interpret. Based on the
2a). It curves inward toward the propagating rift, and its magneticanomalyinterpretationof Naar and Hey [1986, also
western scarp is much steeper than its eastern one. This is unpublishedmanuscript,1989], the propagatingrift appears
similar to the well-mapped Galapagos 95ø30'W propagating to have been propagatinginto mostly reversely magnetized
rift system [Hey et al., 1986], where the failing rift crust(MatuyamaEpoch) and may be currentlyin the vicinity
segmentsare observed to curve toward the propagatingrift of the Jaramillo event. The overall general magneticpattern
and where the steepest scarps bounding these segments are (Figure 2b) is very similar to that of the Galapagos
always the ones nearest to the propagatingrift. Although the propagatingrift system(see Figure 4 of Hey et al. [1986]).
The magneticfield over the Easter-Nazcapropagatingrift
data coverage is not as complete as it is in the Galapagos
area, oblique (-- 330ø) structures are observed between the near 25øS exhibits a very pronouncedpositive anomaly.The
inner pseudofaultand this suspectedfailing rift (Figure 2a). peak-to-trough amplitude of this observed anomaly is in
This would correspondto the zone of transferredlithosphere excess of 700 nT. This high-amplitude magnetic zone
describedby Hey et al. [1986] for the Galapagospropagator. coincides with the northward narrowing of the Brunhes
The bathymetric structuresto the east of the failing rift are anomaly to zero width between about 26øS and 24ø55'S. The
nearly N-S, thus marking a distinct change in trend between anomaly,as defined by the 200-nT contour,extendsas far as
the west and east sides of this suspectedfailing rift. This 50 km behind the rift tip. A significant part of this large
type of trend change is also observed on the failing rift positive anomaly could be due to the substantialtopographic
relief present at the propagating rift tip. However, similar
segmentsin the Galapagos area.
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Fig.2a. Bathymetric
map
oftheEaster-Nazca
spreading
center
between
24ø45'S
and25ø30'S
(contour
interval
= 100m).

Theboldcontinuous
linemarks
thelocation
of thespreading
center.
Thebolddashed
linesindicate
thetwopseudofaults

associated
withrift propagation.
Thebolddotted
linemarks
theassumed
location
of thefailingrift.Solidlines

represent
SeaBeam
track
lines;
thelightly
dotted
lines
re.
present
conventional,wide-beam,
echo-sounding
lines.
The,
contours
aremodified
fromNaarandHey[1986]to include
datafromMarchigetal. [1987].

high-amplitude
magnetic
anomalies
are commonly
observedtectonic boundaries.Before this can be done, the distortions
at propagating
rifts(andoverlapping
spreading
centers
with inducedin the observedmagneticfield by the orientationof
offsetsgreaterthana few kilometers)
wheretheyhavebeen the magneticlineationsand the Earth'sfield and by the
of bathymetric
reliefhaveto be takenintoaccount.
associated
with thepresence,
at or nearthe rift tip, of highly presence

rifts are three-dimensional
differentiated basalts enriched in iron [e.g., Vogt and In addition,becausepropagating
structures
and
clearly
violate
two-dimensional
assumptions,
a
Johnson,1973, 1974; Vogt and Byerly, 1976;Vogt, 1976,

analysisof the magneticdataneedsto be
1979;Andersonet al., 1975;Hey and Vogt, 1977;Christie three-dimensional
Forthesereasons,
in orderto studythemagnetic
and Sinton,1981;Delaneyet al., 1981;Sintonet al., 1983; performed.
Miller and Hey, 1986;Sempdrd
et al., 1984;Sempdrdand structureof the Easter-Nazcapropagatingrift near 25øS,
inversion
Macdonald, 1986a; J.-C. Semp6r6and D. M. Christie, 112ø25'W,we haveperformeda three-dimensional

of bathymetry.
The
manuscript
in preparation,
1989].One of the goalsof the of the magneticfield in the presence
and
presentstudyis to investigate
the origin of this high- inputsto the inversionare the griddedbathymetric
amplitudemagneticanomalyand its relationshipto magneticdata sets, and the outputis the sourcerock
distribution
overthepropagating
rift tip.
documented,
geochemical
variationsalongthe Easter-Nazcamagnetization
spreading
centerin thevicinityof thepropagating
rift tip.
Gridding
METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION

In orderto performthe inversion,we needto be ableto
andmagnetic
field)asaccurately
as
Becausemarine magnetic anomaliesare band-passedgridthedata(bathymetry

(Figures
3a and3b). Thiswasdoneby digitizing
representations
of the sourcemagnetization
on the seafloorpossible
andmagnetic
anomaly
contours
fromNaar
[Schouten,1971],a contourmapof the magnetic
field does thebathymetric
not allow us to map directlythe propagating
rift and its and Hey [1986]modifiedto includenew datafrom a recent
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Fig. 2b. Magneticcontourmapoverthe Easter-Nazca
spreading
center[fromNaar and Hey, 1986](contourinterval=
200 nT with additional25-, 50-, and 100-nTcontours
in places).

German Sea Beam cruise [Gundlach et al., 1987; M. Wilke,

personalcommunication,1986]. The griddingmethodusedin
this study usesthe conceptof lattice tuning [Tobler, 1979]
by iterativeuse of the biharmonicfinite differenceoperator
and ensuresat the same time the smoothness
of the gridded
valuesand the fit to the originaldata. The grid size used(1.5
km) correspondsto a Nyquist wavelengthof 3 km, which is
similar to the expectedresolutionof the analysisof surface

bathymetry.Severalassumptions
are madein the process.
We assume
thatthemagnetized
layerfollowsthebathymetry
and has a constant thickness of 1 km. This thickness

magnetic data (3-4 km) [Miller, 1977].

corresponds
to the sharpdrop in magneticintensityvalues
in hole 504 B [Anderson et al., 1982]. Becausewe are
dealingwith a youngmagneticanomalyandyoungoceanic
crust, the contributionof the extrusivevolcaniclayer is
likelyto be the mostimportant
one,andthe assumption
that
the magnetizedlayer has a constantthicknessof 1 km,

Three-DimensionalInversion of the Magnetic Field

although inexact, is reasonable. The choice of another
magnetic layer thickness would result in different

magnetization
amplitudes
but wouldnot significantlyaffect
Two-dimensional

and three-dimensional

inversions

of the

magneticfield in the presenceof bathymetryhave provento
be successfultechniquesin various studiesalong mid-ocean
ridges [e.g., Sernp•r• et al., 1984, 1987; Miller and Hey,
1986]. Parker and Huestis [1974] solvedthe problemof the
two-dimensional inversion of the magnetic field in the

the magnetization distribution. In addition to a constant
magnetized layer thickness, we also assume that the

orientationof the magnetization
vectordoesnot change
withinthe surveyarea(with the exceptionof reversals)and
is consistent
with a geocentric
axialdipole.The assumption
of uniformmagnetization
throughthe magnetizedlayer is
presence of bathymetry. Their formulation was extended to alsoquestionable
in the light of Deep Sea Drilling Project
the three-dimensionalcaseby Macdonald et al. [1980]. After results in the Atlantic, where several reversals were recorded
Fourier transformation of the gridded bathymetric and in a givendrill hole [Johnsonand Merrill, 1978]. However,

magnetic data into the wave number domain, an iterative a statisticalanalysisbasedon the ratio of averagetime of
procedure is used to obtain a source magnetization which crustal formation to the average length of a magnetic
accountsfor the observedmagneticfield in the presenceof polarity interval suggeststhat while this is true for crust
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FORWARD MODEL

MAGNETIZATIONSOLUTION

Fig.3. (a)Gridded
bathymetry
oftheEaster-Nazca
propagating
riftnear
25øS,
112ø25W½
showing
theextent
ofour
survey
area
(contour
interval
= 100m).Thebold
lines
mark
thelocation
oftheEaster-Nazca
spreading
center,
thedashed
linesthatof thepseudofaults,
asdefined
bythethree-dimensional
magnetic
inversion
described
in thisstudy.
The

propagating
rifttipcorresponds
toa 3300-m-deep
basin.
South
ofthisbasin
near
26ø30'S,
theEaster-Nazca
spreading
center
shoals
toa depth
of2100
mandforms
a well-defined
axial
ridge
[Naar
andHey,1986].
(b)Gridded
magnetic
field
overtheEaster-Nazca
spreading
center
near25øS,
112ø25W½
(contour
interval
= 100nT).Theboldlinesoutline
the
location
of theEaster-Nazca
spreading
center
andthedashed
linesthepseudofaults
associated
withthepropagating
rift
based
onthisstudy.
Thetipofthepropagating
riftisassociated
witha large-amplitude
surface
magnetic
anomaly.
(c)
Calculated
magnetic
fieldovertheEaster-Nazca
spreading
center
near25øS,
112ø25'W
(contour
interval
= 50nT).

Forward
modeling
was
performed
assuming
amagnetized
layer
with
constant
magnetization
intensity
(10Am-l),

constant
thickness
(1 kin)andconstant
magnetization
orientation
(given
byanaxially
centered
dipole).
Geomagnetic
reversals
werenottaken
intoaccount.
Thiscalculated
fielddiffers
bothin distribution
andamplitude
fromtheobserved

one(Figure
3b).(d)Inferred
magnetization
distribution
overtheEaster-Nazca
propagating
riftnear
25øS,
112ø25'W
(contour
interval
= 5 A m-1).Thethree-dimensional
inversion
wasperformed
assuming
a magnetized
layer
withconstant
thickness
(1 kin)andconstant
magnetization
orientation
(axially
centered
dipole).
Thenonuniqueness
oftheinversion
is characterized
byanannihilator.
Theamount
of annihilator
tobeadded
tothesolution
wasfound
bybalancing
the

positive
andnegative
magnetization
oneach
side
ofreversal
boundaries
within
thesurvey
area.
Asadding
different
amounts
of annihilator
to thesolution
modifies
theamplitude
of themagnetization
withinthesurvey
areabutdoesnot
significantly
modify
themagnetization
distribution,
webelieve
thatthemagnetization
distribution
thatwehave
obtained
isrepresentative
ofthemagnetization
structure
ofthepropagating
rift.A magnetization
highispresent
atthe
tip of the propagating
rift.

createdat a slow spreading
center,multiplereversalsin a

Becausethe inverseproblemis equivalentto downward

the field to the seafloor,
it is necessary
to filter
singleholearelesslikelyto occurin oceanic
crustcreated
in continuing
a fast spreadingenvironment
such as the Easter-Nazcaout the shorter-wavelengthcomponentsof the surface
For this reason,a
spreading
center[Denham
andSchouten,
1979;Schouten
and magneticdata to ensureconvergence.
band-pass
filter
with
cosine
tapers
was
applied
with cutoff
Denham, 1979].
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wavelengths at 3 kan and 1000 km. This is not a major
constraint

since

amounts

of

the nature

of surface

field

measurements

km), constant
magnetization
intensity(10 A m'l), and

is

constantmagnetization orientation (axially centereddipole).
such that the geological interpretation of marine magnetic The effects of reversals were not taken into consideration in
The
forward-calculated
field
differs
anomaliescollected at sea level is not valid for wavelengths this formulation.
less than about 3-4 km [Miller, 1977]. As is the case for all considerably from the observed magnetic field both in
potential field problems, the inversion solution that we amplitude and in distribution, suggesting the presence of
obtained is not unique, and we can find one magnetization short-wavelength magnetization variations in the source
distribution, called the annihilator, which, for the given rocks (Figure 3c). These calculations indicate that
bathymetry,yields no external field [Parker and Huestis, bathymetric effects do not play an important role in the
1974]. The solution to the problem is then a combinationof generationof the observedmagneticanomaly,but a rigorous
the solution derived from the inversion algorithm and a interpretationof the magnetic data requires that these effects
prescribedamountof the annihilator.The additionof varying be taken into consideration.
the

annihilator

to

the

solution

does

not

significantly affect the distribution of the solution but Magnetization Distribution Over the Easter-Nazca
changesits averagelevel. Geological constraintshave to be PropagatingRiff Near 25 øS
used to select a reasonable

mount

of annihilator

to be added

to the solution. In this way, the family of admissible
solutions

Before a solution to the inversion problem can be found,
the correct

is reduced.

amount

of annihilator

needs to be added to the

inversion solution. In this case, the amount of annihilator to

be addedto the solutionwas found by balancingthe positive
and negative magnetization on each side of reversal
boundarieswithin the survey area. Although this procedure
yields reasonable magnetization amplitudes, ultimately, we

RESULTS

Forward Modeling

For wavelengthsless than 3-4 km, up to 30% or more of
the spectral power of surface magnetic anomalies can be
associated with bathymetric effects [Miller, 1977]. It is
therefore likely that the high topographic relief present at
the propagatingrift tip will make a significant contribution
to the observed magnetic signal at the surface. In order to
evaluate the topographic contribution to the observed
positive magnetic anomaly, we calculatedthe magneticfield
due to a uniformly magnetizedlayer of constantthickness(1

can never be sure that the correct

solution

has been obtained.

As a different amount of annihilator would modify the
amplitude of the magnetization within the survey area but
would not significantly modify the magnetization
distribution,

we believe

that the solution that we have

obtained (annihilator added) is representative of the
magnetizationstructureof the propagatingrift tip.
The resulting magnetization distribution is dominated by

thepresence
of a highin excess
of 40 A m-1 about
45 km

TABLE
1. Summary
oftheMagnetic
andGeochemical
Properties
ofSamples
Dredged
in theVicinity
oftheEaster-Nazca
Propagating
Rift
Near 25øS, 112ø25'W

d
M
Hrc
H
Sample
Number
FeO
*a TiO
2 Mg
#b, NRM,C
•,c
Msat
2-11ø3A•-1
c,
of
samples
Am-1 10
-3SI QC103Ar•
-1 103A
103AmEN 40D-1

3

EN 40D-2
EN 40D-3

4
3

10.83

1.55

EN 14D-1

8

10.12

1.63

EN 13D-11
EN 13D-12

9
3

13.57
9.21

PA 04-12-1

16

13.77

PA 04-12-2

23

EN 12D-10

16

14.17

2.81

EN 11D-11

12

15.69

EN 10D-1

9

13.69

57.2

27.9

5.36

212

1.62

19.6
13.8

11.03
6.89

67
93

......
......

0.70

20.8

15.0

60.6

7.4

3.81

78

0.59

0.32

30.0

22.3

2.26
1.47

48.1
64.7

32.3
1.9

7.64
1.12

171
63

1.44
0.37

0:73
0.21

42.5
44.7

29.7
31.3

2.53

45.9

31.6

1.81

1.66
0.50
......

0.92
8.2

26.7
4.7

21.7

1.77

78
2.15
71

30.4

44.8

8.9

20.16

22

2.13

0.72

34.9

22.7

3.17

38.5

23.1

8.44

107

1.89

0.76

34.9

22.7

2.58

46.9

18.2

13.71

65

2.72

0.87

12.4

7.4

....
....

....

aEach
point
represents
theaverage
• three
ormore
electron
microprobe
analyses
onglass
chips
using
VG2asstandard
forMgO
and
FeO.

FeO* is totalFe as Fe2+.

bMg# = Mg2+/(Mg2++ Fe2
+)x 100where
Fe3+/(Fe3++ Fe2+)
= 0.14.
CNRM'naturalremanentmagnetization;
•, magneticsusceptibility;
Q, Koenigsberger
ratio;Msat, saturation
magnetization;
Mrs, remanent
saturationmagnetization;
Hrc, remanentcoerciveforce;H c, coerciveforce(arithmeticmean).

dMsa
t isthesaturation
magnetization
measured
inthepresence
ofanexternal
field.Mrsistheremanence
(inzeroexternal
field)remaining
after exposureto the saturatingfield. H c is the bulk coercivity,the field requiredto reduceMrs to zero in the presenceof an externalfield. Hrc
(coercivityof remanence)is the field requiredto reduceMrs to zero in a zeroexternalfield.
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southof the inferred tip of the propagatingrift (Figure 3d). !3D, in the vicinity of the propagatingrift tip as defined by
The average magnetizationover the propagatortip is about the inversion solution. The magnetizationsof samples from
the failing rift to the northeast are also variable (7.4 and
25 A m-1. Themagnetization
maximum
is a veryprominent
feature for any reasonable choice of the amount of 20.3A m-l). Koenigsberger
ratiosrangefrom22 to over
annihilitor added to the solution. The V-shaped 200, indicating that, in all cases, the magnetization of the
magnetization high closely follows the pseudofaults samplesis dominatedby the remanentcontribution.
determinedby the magneticand bathymetricanalysisof Naar
Selected specimens from each sample were subjected to
and Hey [1986] (Figure 3d). The calculated magnetization alternating field (AF) or stepwise thermal demagnetization
distribution is in general agreement with measured (Figure 5). Both techniquesrecover the same componentsof
magnetizationvalues from samplesrecoveredfrom the survey magnetization. The majority of samples exhibited
area (Table 1). The location of the dredgesites is indicatedin approximately univectorial behavior during demagnetization,
Figure 4.
althoughsamplesEN 11D-11 and EN 12D-10 had significant,
low-stability components.Median destructive fields (MDFs)
MagneticPropertiesof DredgedSamples
varied from 1.8 to 73.9 mT and were greater than 10.0 mT
for three quarters of the specimens. All samples achieved
The magnetic properties of samples recovered in the saturation isothermal remanence (SIRM) in fields of 0.2-0.3
vicinity of the propagating rift on the Easter-Nazca T, indicating that no high-coercivity phases contribute
spreading center near 25øS were measured in order to significantly to the remanence.
constrainand interpret the solution of the three-dimensional The thermal demagnetization curves also yield valuable
magnetic inversion. The magnetic properties and relevant information on the magnetic mineralogy of the samples.
geochemicaldata for thesebasaltsare summarizedin Table 1. Two types of behavior were noted upon progressiveheating.
The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) and bulk Most of the samples showed a rapid decreasein remanence
volume susceptibility (Z) were measured and the upon heating to 200ø-350øC, with the remaining portion of
Koenigsberger ratio (Q, the ratio of remanent to induced the remanence(usually <20% of the NRM) maintaining a
magnetizations)calculatedfor all specimens.Although high consistent direction until temperatures of 500ø-580øC
magnetizationvalues occurnear and southof the propagating (Figures 5e and 5f). In contrast,samplesEN 11D-11 and EN
rift tip, the distributionof magnetizationis variable (Figure 13D-12 were dominated by a high blocking temperature
4). The minimum and maximum mean NRM intensities(1.9 component (540ø-580øC) (Figures 5b and 5c). Based on the
and32.3A m-1) weremeasured
for twosamples
fromdredgeSIRM and blocking temperaturespectra,we concludethat the
24o30' S

25oo0's

EN•

O

I •5.eg%]
o. 3•

I

z s^ m-'I

25ø30'S

Easter-

Nozco

Propogoting
Near
1t3ø00'W

112ø30'W

Rift

25 øS

112ø00'W

?_6ø00'S
111ø30'W

Fig. 4. Fe content,Mg # and magnetization
intensitiesof dredgesamplesalongthe Easter-Nazcaspreadingcenterin
the vicinity of the propagating
rift near 25øS (seeTable 1). •Fnesolid circlesmark the locationsof dredges.Selected

bathymetriccontourswere drawn at a contourinterval of 200 m. The stippledpatternoutlinesthe V-shaped
magnetizationdistributionassociatedwith the propagatingrift within our surveyarea. •Fnereis no good correlation
betweenhigh Fe concentration,low Mg numbers,and high rock magnetizations.
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DISCUSSION
high stabilitycomponent
of magnetization
is carriedby a
Ti-poor magnetite.Reflectedlight petrographyand limited
electronprobe analysesprovide further supportfor this RiftPropagation
AlongTheEaster-Nazca
Spreading
Center
interpretation. In addition to abundant grains of
titanomagnetite(Fe3 _ x Tix 04 with x = 0.65), a second We can gain additional insight into the evolution and
opaque phase with higher reflectivity is also present. historyof the propagating
rift by studyingthe trendsof the
Althoughthe small grain size of this phaseprohibited contacts between crusts of markedly contrasted
quantitativeanalysis,energydispersiveanalysisconfirmed magnetizations
within our survey area. The V-shaped
its very low Ti content.Thus the two typesof behavior structure
of the propagating
rift tip, as definedby the 10 A
observed
duringthermaldemagnetization
maybe attributed
to m-1 contour,
isinexcellent
agreement
withsimple
models
variablecontributions
of the titanomagnetite
and Ti-poor of continuous
rift propagation.
The westernpseudofault
has
magnetite to the remanence.Therefore the magnetic an average trend of 014 ø, while the eastern one has an
mineralogyof basaltsrecoveredin the vicinity of the average trend of 338ø. These pseudofault trends are in

propagating
rift tip appears
to be morecomplex
thanthatof reasonable
agreement
with the trendsdetermined
in the

typical
mid-ocean
ridgebasalts,
whichcontain
primarilyregional
bathymetric
andmagnetic
analysis
ofNaarandHey

titanomagnetites
withx = 0.6[Johnson,
1979;Petersen
et [1986](020
øforthewestern
pseudofault,
330øfortheeastern
al., 1979].

one).
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In a simple model of rift propagation,the relationship derive an approximatedurationof more than 225,000 years
betweenpropagationrate (V) and half spreadingrate (U) can for accelerationto the full spreadingrate in our survey area.
be written as U = V tanB,where B is the half angle of the In both areas, the rift propagation process appears to be
wedgeof propagatingcrust.The magneticinversionyields a quite orderly. In contrast, Hey et al. [1986] and Miller and
value of B -- 18ø. Assuming a full spreadingrate of 120 Hey [1986] suggest that the processes leading to the
mm/yr [Naar and Hey, 1986], we obtaina propagationrate of extinction of the failing rift at the Galapagos are episodic.
185 mm/yr. This estimateis similar to the one derived by However, as adequatebathymetricand magneticcoveragesare
Naar and Hey [1986] in their more regionalmagneticstudy. not available over the failing rift along the Easter-Nazca
However, a recent magnetic anomaly interpretation and an spreadingcenter to allow for an inversion of the magnetic
analysis of the instantaneous Pacific-Easter-Nazca plate field, we have not been able to study the processesleading
motion (D. F. Naar and R. N. Hey, unpublishedmanuscript, to the extinction of the failing rift within our survey area.
1989) indicatethat the full spreadingrate is about 80 mm/yr
in this area. Using this revised spreadingrate, we obtain our RelationshipBetweenMagnetic Anomaliesand Geochemistry
preferredpropagationrate of 120 mm/yr.
Macdougall and Tanzer [1984] and Schilling et al. [1985]
An equivalentmethod of studyingthe relationshipbetween
the propagationrate and the full spreadingrate consistsof studied the geochemistry of basalt samples recovered from
calculatingtheir ratio R. If •, and Ix representthe anglesthat the Easter-Nazca spreading center. Schilling et al. [1985]
the inner and outer pseudofaults make with the spreading found that evolved basalts with low magnesium numbers
_

2++ Fe2+),where
Fe3+/(Fe
2++ Fe3+) =
center,
thisratiocanbeexpressed
asR = (tan•, + tang)-1. (Mg# = Mg2+/(Mg

If the spreading center bisects the pseudofault angle, this 0.14) extend up to 100 km behind the tip of the propagating
rift near 25øS (Figure 4). The characteristicdimensionsof the
relationshipbecomesR = 0.5 cot •, and •, = I.t= It. Using the
Mg # anomaly behind the rift tip are similar to those found
same angles as before, we obtain R = 1.5, which is only at other propagatingrifts [Sinton et al., 1983]. Schilling et
slightly larger than the 1.3 value obtainedby Naar and Hey al. [1985] showed that there is a steady increase in Fe
[1986] but is significantly greater than the 0.8 ratio content northward up to the propagating rift tip. North of
obtainedfor the Galapagos95ø30'Wpropagator(using•, = Ix the propagating rift tip, the Fe content of the basalts
= 32ø [Hey et al., 1989]).
recovered is markedly lower than it is at the rift tip and
Within approximately 27-30 km of the rift tip, the south of it. This progressive increase is a characteristic
western pseudofaultrotates by about 14ø to a new trend of signal associatedwith many propagating rifts [Christie and
028ø, while the easternpseudofaultrotates by about 19ø to a Sinton, 1981; Sinton et al., 1983]. The location of the most
new trendof 357ø. The averagetrend of the spreadingcenter, differentiated basalts, although ill-constrained because of
determined from the locus of maximum magnetization, is poor sampling density, appearsto lie up to 50 km behind
355ø away from the rift tip and 10ø in the immediatevicinity the rift tip at 25øS. It is only 15-20 km behindthe tip of the
of the propagatortip, suggestinga rotation of about 15ø of Galapagospropagatingrift [Hey et al., 1989].
the propagating rift. These orientations, which are not well
Several processesmay be invoked to explain the presence
constrained by the data, correspond approximately to the of the magnetization high at the tip of the propagating rift
orientationof the bisector of the pseudofaults.This curvature [Semp•r• et al., 1984]. The assumption of a uniform
is very likely the result of the interactionof the propagating magnetic crustal thicknessmay not be applicable in regions
rift with the failing spreadingcenter about 45 km to the east near propagating rifts. However, in order to obtain such a
near 112øW [Hey et al., 1980; Semp•r• and Macdonald, magnetizationhigh, an increasein thicknessby a factor of 2
1986b]. Using the propagation rate derived earlier (120 or 3 is required, which is unlikely to occur at the tip of a
mm/yr), these distances are equivalent to 225,000-250,000 propagating rift. Geomagnetic intensity fluctuations may
years of propagation.If we assumethat the propagationrate also account for some of the magnetization intensity
has remained constant, the mean half spreadingrate in the variations. However, these variations are not observed along
last 225,000-250,000 years has been on the order of 33 the crest of the Pacific-Nazca spreadingcenter and the East
mm/yr. This last result suggests that it takes more than Pacific Rise, except at other large ridge axis discontinuities.
225,000 yearsfor crustalaccretionat the propagatingrift tip Finally, short-wavelength variations in magnetization
to accelerateto the full spreadingrate.
intensity may be due to short-wavelengthvariations in the
Miller and Hey [1986] performed a three-dimensional chemical composition of the basalts. The magnetic
inversion of the magnetic field in the presence of telechemistry hypothesis [Vogt and Johnson, 1973; Vogt,
topographyover the Galapagospropagatingrift at 95ø30'W. 1979] addresses the relationship between variations in
The Galapagospropagator and the Easter-Nazca propagator magnetization and geochemistry and provides a possible
near 25øS have similar geometricalcharacteristics.
The main explanation for the presenceof the magnetizationhigh.
differencesare that the offset between the propagatingand
In its simplest form the magnetic telechemistry
failing ridges is 25 km at 95ø30'W, while it is about 45 km hypothesissuggeststhat an increasedFe content is reflected
near 25øS, and that the propagationrate of the Galapagos in higher concentrations
of otherwise
similar
propagating rift is slow compared to the Easter-Nazca titanomagnetite and thus in higher magnetizations and
propagator(52 mm/yr versus 120 mm/yr). The propagation magnetic anomaly amplitudes [Vogt, 1979]. Watkins [1974]
rate correspondsto 90% of the full spreadingrate for the argued that care should be taken in applying the magnetic
Galapagos propagating rift, while it correspondsto about telechemistry hypothesis because factors other than Fe
150% of the full spreadingrate in our surveyarea.Miller and concentrationplay an important role in the generation of
Hey [1986] estimated that it takes 250,000 years to high magnetization intensities. However, if the magnetic
accelerateto the full spreadingrate at the propagatortip. We telechemistry hypothesis is valid, it implies that bulk
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volume susceptibility (Z),

NRM

intensity, saturation exert a strong influence on magnetization [Marshall and

magnetization
(Msat) andsaturation
remanence
(Mrs) should Cox, 1971;de Boer, 1975]. The variationof magnetization
all increasewith Fe content.Therefore a comparisonbetween with pillow size, which is probablydue to differencesin
the variations of these parameters and Fe concentrationis effectivegrain size, may account,in part, for the scatterin
determinations.
In addition,the unequal
required as a preliminary test of this hypothesis. our magnetization
in FeO* andTiO2 duringfractionation
may also
Geochemical data for six of the seven dredgesexamined in increases
this study are presented by Schilling et al. [1985]. The resultin variableFe/Ti ratios,whichmay be reflectedin the
possibilityof heterogeneitywithin a single dredge,however, compositionof the titanomagnetites[Watkins, 1974]. Our
requiredthat we determinethe major elementchemistryof the
actual samplesused in the magneticstudy. Glass chips for 8
of the 11 samples were analyzed using an electron
microprobe(Table 2). With the exceptionof EN 40D-1, our
results are similar to those of Schilling et al. [1985]. Small,
systematicdifferencesbetween the two data sets are evident
but for consistencywe will use the values shown in Tables 1
and 2 in the following discussion.
We observe that the susceptibility of each specimen,
which is a measure of its magnetic mineral content, is not
closely correlated with Fe content (correlation coefficient R
= 0.56) (Figure 6a). NRM intensities also exhibit a poor
correlation (R = 0.51) with FeO*, reflecting the variability
of values measuredboth from the propagatorand the failing

rift to the northeast(Figure6b). In contrast,
bothM sat and
Mrs are positivelycorrelatedwith Fe content(R = 0.79 and
0.76 respectively) (Figures 6c and 6d). The higher values of
saturation magnetization reflect a greater abundance of
magnetic minerals but are also partly the result of a
paramagnetic fraction which will not contribute to the

remanence.
The generalincreaseof Mrs with increasing
Fe
content

indicates

that

some

of

the

additional

Fe

is

partitioned into phases which may contribute to the
remanence.

Althoughour magneticmeasurements
of samplescollected
near the Easter-Nazca propagating rift suggest that an
increased Fe content is accompanied by higher
concentrationsof magneticminerals (Figure 4), it appears
that the relationshipbetweenFeO* and remanentintensityis
not straightforward(Figure 6). Several factors can explain
this apparent complexity. We believe that the three most
likely factors in the case of this study may be crystallization
history, varying Fe-Ti ratios, and magnetic mineralogy.
Crystallization history, and thus pillow size, is known to

results suggest that both titanomagnetite and a low-Ti
magnetite,perhapscontrolled by varying Fe/Ti ratios, are
presentin the samplesnear 25øS. The complexmagnetic
mineralogy of these samples further obscures any
relationshipbetween Fe content and magnetization.
Available geochemicalevidencefrom other large ridge axis
discontinuities (propagating rifts and large overlapping
spreadingcenters) have establishedthat high magnetization
zones are associated, in these particular cases, with the
eruption of highly differentiated basalts enriched in Fe.
Christie and Sinton [1981] and Sinton et al. [1983]

have

suggested that the degree of differentiation attained by
magmasbeneathoceanicspreadingridges depends,to a large
extent, on the relative balance between cooling rate and
supplyrate of new magma to shallow chambers.Low supply
rates and/or high cooling rates will enhance closed system
crystal fractionation, while high supply rates will result in
compositional buffering of the magma by constant
replenishment and mixing with new magmas. Propagating
rifts offer a spreadingenvironmentprone to the eruption of
highly differentiatedbasaltsbecauseof a low supply rate and
becauseof the cold lithospheresurroundingthe wedge of new
lithosphere[Christie and Sinton, 1981; Sinton et al., 1983].
The highly evolved basaltsnear 25øS may be the productof
small magma bodies with a low supply rate and a high
cooling rate, which correspondto the earlier stages of the
growth toward a more well-developedmagma chamberas the
spreadingcenter is propagatinginto older and colder crust to
the north. Although the general association of high
magnetizationzones with geochemicalanomaliesand FeTi
basalts is well-established, the relationship between
remanent magnetization, the presence of a high
magnetizationzone, and Fe contentremainsunclear.Our data
from 25øS do not support a simple causal relationship

TABLE 2. Major ElementConcentrations
of SamplesDredgedin the Vicinity of the Easter-NazcaPropagatingRift Near 25øS, 112ø25"ff
EN 40D-1

EN 14D-1

EN 13D-11

EN 13D-12

PA 04-12-1

EN 12D-10

SiO2a

51.01

51.17

50.88

49.20

51.69

51.07

A1203

14.34

15.10

13.42

17.51

13.43

13.35

FeO*

10.83

10.12

13.57

9.21

13.77

14.17

MgO

6.98

7.50

6.08

11.92

12.06

10.77

CaO

Na20
K20
TiO2
P205

2.59
0.06
1.55
0.10

MnO
Total

0.18
99.57

M•#b

57.2

2.72
0.07
1.63
0.15
0.18
100.71

60.6

2.59
0.10
2.25
0.17
0.23
100.07

48.1

8.15
11.65

3.24
0.03
1.47
0.14
0.18
100.77

64.7

5.63
10.11

3.01
0.17
2.53
0.30
0.27
100.91

45.9

aVG2 usedasstandard
for Si, Ca,Mg, Fe, A1;Smithsonian
ilmenitefor Ti, Mn; Kak.hornblende
for K, Na, and
Smithsonianapatite for P.

bMg# = Mg2+/ (Mg2++ Fe2+)x 100,where
Fe3+/(Fe2++ Fe3+)= 0.14.

5.54
9.94

2.93
0.23
2.81
0.32
0.27
100.62

44.8
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Fig. 6. Correlationof magneticpropertiesand Fe content.(a) Initial susceptibility,(b) NRM intensity,(c) saturation
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(R) are indicated.Trianglesare dredgesfrom the failing rift, starsfrom the propagatingrift. Note the low correlation
coefficients of susceptibility and NRM versus FeO*. All correlation coefficients were determined from linear data.
Vertical barsindicaterangeof valuesfor each sample.

The propagating
rift tip is associated
with a zoneof high
between Fe content and remanent magnetization, as magnetization,which may reflect the eruptionof highly

suggestedby the magnetic telechemistryhypothesis,but differentiated basalts enriched in iron. The measurement of
the magneticpropertiesof samplescollectedin the vicinity
indicate that other factors may be involved.
of the Easter-Nazcaspreadingcenterconfirmsthe presenceof
CONCLUSIONS
a high magnetizationzone, as indicated by the threedimensional magnetic inversion. However, the detailed
We haveperformeda three-dimensional
inversionof the relationshipbetweenremanentmagnetizationand Fe content
magneticfield over the Easter-Nazca
propagating
rift near remainsunclear,possiblyas the result of the influenceof
25øS. The inversion allows us to define the magnetization other factors,such as magneticmineralogyand pillow size,
structureof the propagatingrift. As at the Galapagos on the magnetizationintensityof the samples.

propagatingrift, rift propagationappearsto be a very
orderlyprocessin this area.The ratio of propagation
to
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